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A Bibliography of Literature 

relating to the Assassination of 

President John F. Kennedy. 

"Literature is News, 
that remains news."' 
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Detailed Research of 283 entries 

excluding magazine and 

newspaper articles. 
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ELEMENTS AND THEIR ARRANGEMENT 

1-Title; Sub title. 2-Author. 3-City of publication. 4- 
Name of publisher. 5-Date of publication. 6-Number at 

pages. (Introductory pages which are independent from the 
text are indicated by roman numerals before the page num-

ber). 7-Number of photographs, drawings. documents, ("Photo-

graphs" include engravings and woodcuts). When only one 

cr two of the three types of illustrations are noted there are 

none of the other types included. If there are none of the three 

types included, it is noted "No illus." 8-Price. 9-Library of 

Congress catalogue card number. When this number is not 
included in the books imprint and was not received on May 

20, 1968 from the Library of Congress from their Subject Files 
-Kennedy, John Fitsgerald, Pres. U.S., 1917-1963-Assassina-

tion; and is not included in The National Union Catalog. A 
Cumulative Author List Representing Library of Congress 

Printed Cards from the year of its publication up to June 1968. 
it is noted "No L. C." 10--Very long subtitles and also intro-
ductions, prologues. etc., which are not by the author. 11- -

Comments. 

Entries in Group 2 are in accordance with The Publishers 
List Annual. -1.-Title. -2 -Author. -3.-Date. 	4.-Price. 

-5.-Publisher. 

Where some of these items are not available a " ?" is 

noted in that space. 

Primary publications in foreign languages are entered 
under the English translation of the title. Dash entries of 

translations give the foreign language title at the end of the 

entry. 

- The dash entry denotes different editions of the 
same title which differs in some respects from the original 
edition. Researchers and students of the literature will find 
crucial differences in some of the editions; such as a difference 
of the text, additions and omissions in the text, different illus- 
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